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Abstract
Structure-based virtual screening simulations, which are often used in drug
discovery, can be very computationally demanding. This is why user-friendly
domain-specific web or desktop applications that enable running simulations on
powerful computing infrastructures have been created. This article investigates
how domain-specific desktop applications can be extended to use cloud computing and how they can be part of scenarios that require sharing and analysing
previous molecular docking results. A generic approach based on interviews
with scientists and analysis of existing systems is proposed. A proof of concept
is implemented using the Raccoon2 desktop application for virtual screening,
WS-PGRADE workflows, gUSE services with the CloudBroker Platform, the
structural alignment tool DeepAlign, and the ligand similarity tool LIGSIFT.
The presented analysis illustrates that this approach of extending a domainspecific desktop application can use different types of clouds, thus facilitating
the execution of virtual screening simulations by life scientists without requiring
them to abandon their favourite desktop environment and providing them resources without major capital investment. It also shows that storing and sharing
molecular docking results can produce additional conclusions such as viewing
similar docking input files for verification or learning.
Keywords: bioinformatics, cloud computing, molecular docking, Raccoon2,
virtual screening, WS-PGRADE/gUSE

1. Introduction
Biochemical interactions between two molecules can be estimated using a
software simulation technique known as molecular docking. Particularly important in drug discovery, this technique can predict the conformation, pose, and
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binding affinity of a ligand and a receptor. In order to achieve this, the 3D structure of both molecules must be known. This structure can be experimentally
determined (using X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy), or estimated
(using homology modelling) [1]. Molecular docking consists of an algorithm to
handle the atomic spacial arrangement possibilities, and a scoring function to
estimate the energy between a particular arrangement of the ligand and the
receptor. Since molecular docking uses the structure of the receptor, large-scale
molecular docking between hundreds of thousands of ligands and one receptor
is called structure-based virtual screening (virtual, as opposed to the roboticsbased high throughput screening). In the remainder of this article, these terms
will be abbreviated to docking and Virtual Screening (VS). Although a single docking simulation is relatively short, a VS experiment is computationally
demanding, requiring the use of Distributed Computing Infrastructures (DCIs).
A DCI can consist of cloud computing resources. Cloud computing is a
paradigm based on virtualisation which “enables ubiquitous, convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction” [2]. The scalability and elasticity makes it useful for
various VS simulations. Clouds are available on-demand and users are typically
charged on a pay-per-use basis. This can make scientific applications, such as
VS, more accessible for scientists around the world, lowering the cost of using
complex computing infrastructure. Scientists and students without access to
expensive DCIs, and without expertise in DCI configuration, will be able to run
VS easily.
Scientific workflow systems such as Taverna [3], Kepler [4] or WS-PGRADE [5],
provide a convenient way to represent and develop complex applications composed of multiple steps and executables. A user-friendly interface usually provides convenient workflow management facilities. In some cases, science gateways are developed, providing a user-friendly way to run workflows. There
are several examples of science gateways that use workflows to run VS simulations [6–8]. However, all of these solutions require life scientists to become
familiar with new, typically web-based user interfaces, and significantly restrict
the use of the docking software for the sake of simplicity and ease of use. On the
other hand, there are popular desktop applications which offer greater flexibility, such as Raccoon2 [9]. Unfortunately, these desktop applications are either
restricted to local resources, or require expensive compute clusters and significant IT support to run them on DCIs. Such tools typically cannot utilise cloud
computing resources.
A generic approach to extend domain-specific desktop applications to execute workflows on clouds, while retaining the same familiar Graphical User
Interface (GUI) presented to end-users, is described in this article. The utilisation of distributed heterogeneous clouds to run VS is demonstrated, noting that
various other DCIs can also be used with few or no changes to this approach.
Additionally, the way this extended desktop tool can be utilised when supporting more complex VS scenarios, is shown. Based on semi-structured interviews
with life scientists, five representative scenarios were identified. These scenarios
2

require sharing and storing docking results, and include additional calculation
or analysis of the results. While some existing solutions enable additional analysis of results [7, 8, 10], their implementations are specific for the tool-chain of
choice and scientists can only access their own stored molecular docking results.
In comparison, the presented solution is generic and enables data sharing between scientists. We demonstrate how our extended Raccoon2 environment can
form the basis of such complex environments by presenting and evaluating the
implementation of a sample scenario.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines related
work. The generic concepts for enabling a desktop application to use cloud computing, and creating a complex scenario which uses previous docking results are
shown in Section 3. A prototype implementation is provided in Section 4, while
the results and evaluation are presented in Section 5. Section 6 adds conclusions
and future work. This article is a significant extension of a conference paper on
this topic [11].
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2. Related Work
Related work is provided from two different angles. First, we outline how
cloud computing has been utilised by other authors to run VS experiments.
Second, we describe work that aims to provide further analysis of these docking
results utilising various DCIs.
Applying cloud computing for VS experiments is still relatively new with a
limited number of examples. One such example is wFReDoW [12], a web-based
environment for docking with AutoDock4 [13]. The user uploads the input files
to a server which prepares them for docking, while a custom-made middleware
called FReMI is used to run the docking on the Amazon EC2 cloud [14]. The
ligand triclosan with Protein Data Bank (PDB [15]) ID: 1P45A, and 3,100
snapshots of a receptor of the bacteria Mycobacterium tuberculosis generated by
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been run on 5 c1.xlarge (8-cores,
7GB RAM, 1.65TB storage) instances.
Another example is AutoDockCloud [16], which uses Hadoop to run AutoDock4
on a private cloud which can conduct 570 docking simulations simultaneously on
57 16-core nodes. Their custom-made scripts prepare the docking, and submits
the needed files to the private cloud. To test their solution, the authors used
the human oestrogen receptor alpha (PDB ID: 1L2I) and 2,637 ligands from the
DUD [17] database.
In a third example [18], a custom-made .NET desktop application was developed to submit AutoDock and AutoDock Vina [19] jobs to the MicrosoftAzure-based VENUS-C cloud computing service. The user can upload prepared
input files, set the cloud configuration, submit and visualise the results from
within this application. A receptor and 10,000 ligands have been docked using
20 extra small Azure instances (1-core, 768MB RAM, 20GB storage), for a total
of 110,000 CPU hours and more than 40,000 docking runs.
A fourth example uses WS-PGRADE/gUSE technology and the CloudBroker Platform to enable docking with AutoDock4 or AutoDock Vina on various
3
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clouds [20]. The user can upload input files, run pre-defined workflows and
download the results. This approach uses the web-based WS-PGRADE portal
as a user interface which, according to feedback we obtained from scientists, is
more restrictive than the richer user interface of an existing desktop application
called Raccoon2.
All these attempts provided their own restricted GUI for running the simulations, and required a separate environment for pre-processing or post-processing.
They were, with the exception of [20], focusing on one specific cloud computing
infrastructure. In comparison, the approach suggested in this article, enables
scientists to use the GUI of a popular domain-specific desktop application they
are familiar with (Raccoon2). Pre-docking and post-docking facilities to prepare input files and analyse results are provided within the same environment.
Finally, our approach utilises a set of services that support a wide range of
different clouds.
Most VS experiments on DCIs that provided further analysis of docking results have used CPU and GPU clusters [10, 21–24], grid computing resources [7,
8], or both [6]. They can be divided into VS pipelines, and workflow-based docking systems.
VS pipelines contain a set of scripts or tools, and are usually set up in order
to explore a particular molecular interaction. For instance, after preparing the
input files and conducting the docking using AutoDock, D’Ursi et al. (2009) [10]
store the results in a MySQL database, and provide methods for target-specific
filtering, energy-threshold-based filtering, and creating schematic diagrams of
the ligand-receptor complex. Jiang et al. (2008) [23] store the result files on
the file system, and provide a method for 3rd party re-scoring and hierarchical
clustering. Other examples include [18, 24–26].
Workflow-based docking systems use workflow management systems to define workflows which prepare the docking input files, utilise a docking algorithm,
and process the docking results. For instance, Kiss et al. (2010) [8] provide
workflows to prepare input files, conduct docking simulations, and additionally
analyse the docking results by running MD simulations and visualising them.
Krüger et al. (2014) [7] provide workflows for docking, they store the docking
results using a custom-made implementation on a distributed file system, and
further analyse the docking results by re-scoring or visualising them. Other
examples include [20] and [6].
Extensive research in docking has produced many excellent systems. Some
of them merely provide an environment to conduct the docking simulations [6,
18, 20, 26], while others provide additional methods for the user to analyse their
results [7, 8, 10, 23–25]. However, in all cases it is only the user’s own results
that are available for analysis. These systems lack the ability to use previous
docking results created by other users, in order to produce new conclusions.
3. Generic Concepts for Extending Docking Applications
This section presents two generic concepts. The first concept describes extending desktop applications with cloud computing support. The second con4

cept describes extending a docking environment to allow further analysis of
docking results. Section 4 shows how an implementation of the first concept
can be an element of an implementation of the second concept.
3.1. Extension of Desktop Environments
Accessing heterogeneous cloud computing resources from existing desktop
applications should be achieved without major re-engineering of the desktop
application, or further burdening the end-user. End-users should be able to
design and execute the experiments in the same way they have done earlier, but
with the possibility to send the computations to cloud computing resources. In
order to achieve this, a set of services (we call them Cloud Access Services - CAS)
can be invoked from the desktop application. CAS should be available from an
API in order to facilitate its integration to the GUI of the desktop application.
Additionally, CAS should provide access to a wide range of cloud computing
resources. The integration requires two major steps from the developers, as
illustrated in Figure 1. During the first step, the CAS are configured to run
the application in the cloud. This step typically requires preparing workflow
applications describing the experiment, and configuring the CAS to interface
with the desired cloud resources. In the second step, minor modification of
the desktop application is required in order to facilitate the execution of the
workflow and retrieval of the results. Instead of implementing the core component of this concept - the CAS, from scratch, existing tools to support workflow
creation and interfacing with cloud computing resources can be applied. This
approach speeds up the development and has the potential to result in a mature
and highly reliable solution.
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Figure 1: Generic concept for extending desktop applications to run on clouds.

3.2. Further Analysis of Molecular Docking Results
The aim of our work was to identify scenarios where life scientists reuse and
further utilise molecular docking results and to investigate how these scenarios
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can be generalised. We have conducted interviews with London-based scientists and produced a set of scenarios that would require a shared repository
of molecular docking results. The following five representative scenarios were
identified.
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1. Recommend a ligand-receptor pair that should be used in the next molecular
docking, based on protein similarity and previous results. After a docking
simulation has been completed, a new ligand-receptor pair may be needed.
The scientist may not have the necessary information about the receptor,
so they would search for a similar receptor that has been successfully
docked before. The ligands that have been successfully docked to a similar
receptor are good candidates for docking with the original receptor.
2. Filter results based on ligand properties. When scientists conduct largescale molecular docking simulations, the results need to be filtered. A
scientist wants to identify ligand-receptor pairs to further examine in wetlab experiments. This may include a ligand which is a good candidate but
cannot be examined in the laboratory because of its properties. Therefore,
an external database with ligand properties should be consulted.
3. Find off-target drugs by deducing if the binding is on an active site. Offtarget drugs are drugs that were designed to bind to a receptor, but additionally bind to another receptor of the same or a different organism.
In order to find off-target drugs one needs to: find out if the drug binds
to the active site of one or potentially a large range of proteins that are
not the primary target, look for drugs that may have the same effect, and
conduct wet-lab experiments. The first step requires a method to estimate
if a docking between a ligand and protein is on an active site. Analysing
previous docking results can be used to provide this. If a receptor has
been docked multiple times in a certain area, it may be deduced that the
area is an active site.
4. Enable verification of the docking methodology and learning from previous
docking. Storing molecular docking results and their provenance, even if
they are “negative” (a.k.a. null) results is important because another scientist may run the same molecular docking simulation and expect to get
useful results. They may suspect that they are conducting the docking
wrongly. Comparing their input and output files with ones from another
scientist will enable them to verify their docking methodology. Furthermore, scientists with little or no experience in running molecular docking
simulations can learn more rapidly if they view previous docking input
and output files.
5. Compare results from different docking tools. Comparing the docking results of the same input files, but using a different molecular docking tool is
significant. This will enable scientists to determine if there is a significant
difference in the results when using different tools, which may be relevant
for further wet-lab experiments.
6

Based on these scenarios and analysis of existing environments for VS, the
elements of a system that uses a repository of shared previous docking results
can be generalised. A key component of this concept is the Molecular Docking Environment (MDE) that supports preparation and conducting of docking
simulations. An extended desktop environment, as described in Section 3.1,
can be an MDE. The docking results storage system is the Molecular Docking
Results Repository (MDRR). The tools used to further analyse the results are
Additional Tools (ATs), an external database is called Additional Data Source
(ADS), and a tool that groups and analyses calculations done by the ATs in
order to make a decision is called a Decision Maker (DM). Figure 2 illustrates
the flow of events through these different generic elements. This flow is generic
for all scenarios:
1. A scientist uses an MDE to conduct the docking and the result is uploaded
to the MDRR.
2. The MDRR sends the results to one or more ATs.
3. An AT may communicate with other ATs.
4. An AT may look up data stored in an ADS.
5. An AT may require additional previous molecular docking results as input
for its calculation.
6. An AT sends its calculation results to the DM.
7. The MDRR may use data from an ADS directly.
8. The DM may use previous results from the MDRR.
9. The DM may use data from the ADS directly.
10. Once the analysis is complete and the decision is made, it can be passed
back to the MDRR.
11. The MDE receives the decision and presents it to the user.
In Section 4 we will illustrate how this generic concept can form the basis
of an implementation of a specific scenario, and how this modular approach
enables reusing existing components or integrating custom developed tools.
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4. Implementation of Proposed Concepts
Based on the generic concepts described in Section 3, a reference implementation has been developed. The tools used in this implementation are outlined
in Section 4.1. When implementing the generic concept of Figure 1, the domainspecific desktop application is Raccoon2; the CAS is composed of a gUSE server
connected to the CloudBroker Platform, a WS-PGRADE portal for workflow
development, and the CloudBroker web interface for deployment; while the
cloud infrastructure is the University of Westminster (UoW) OpenStack cloud
or the CloudSigma cloud [27] (Figure 3). Section 4.2 provides details about
the implementation of the Raccoon2 extension. This cloud-enabled extension of
Raccoon2 is an MDE in a scenario that retrieves previous docking results with
similar input files in order to help the user verify their docking methodology or
learn from previous experiments (Scenario 4 from Section 3.2). Please note that
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Figure 2: Generic concept for further analysis of previous docking results.
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although we only present the implementation of this specific scenario in this article, all other identified (and also other similar) scenarios can be (and in some
cases have been) implemented using the generic concept in a modular way where
components can be easily reused. In the implementation of Scenario 4, which is
based on Figure 2, structurally similar receptors and ligands are identified using
the ATs DeepAlign and LIGSIFT. Furthermore, three custom-made ATs have
been developed: the first assesses the results of DeepAlign, the second assesses
the results of LIGSIFT, and the third compares AutoDock Vina configuration
files. The implementation includes a custom-made DM, and a MongoDB-based
MDRR. Section 4.3 provides details about the implementation of this scenario.
The source code of the extended version of Raccoon2 and the implementation
of Scenario 4 is available 1,2 .
4.1. Background
4.1.1. DeepAlign and LIGSIFT
DeepAlign [28] is a structural alignment tool which compares two receptors
based on their structure. It also uses evolutionary information to identify a set
of related fragment pairs and produce a score known as DeepScore. DeepAlign
is the algorithm behind the RaptorX structural alignment web server3 .
1 https://github.com/damjanmk/Raccoon2
2 https://github.com/damjanmk/mdrr-scenarios
3 http://raptorx.uchicago.edu/DeepAlign/submit/
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LIGSIFT [29] calculates shape-based, size-independent alignment of small
molecules using the scaled Tanimoto Coefficient (sTC). The value for the shapebased sTC is called ShapeSim in the LIGSIFT result file.
4.1.2. Raccoon2 and AutoDock Vina
Raccoon2 is a desktop application for preparing and analysing VS simulations. It supports executing docking experiments on a Linux cluster with the
PBS or SGE schedulers, and it incorporates analysis features such as filtering,
visualising, and exporting results. Users can configure docking options, visualise
a binding site, and connect to a cluster to submit jobs, directly from the Raccoon2 GUI. Before the jobs can be submitted, Raccoon2 guides users to deploy
the docking tool AutoDock Vina on a computing cluster.
AutoDock Vina is a docking tool that uses a hybrid global-local conformation
search with a gradient-based local optimisation. Its scoring function is based
on empirically weighted parameters such as: hydrophobic (van der Waals) interactions, hydrogen bonding, and torsional penalties, similarly to its sister-tool
AutoDock. AutoDock Vina has built-in support for multi-threading.
Although the proposed concepts of this paper are independent of the docking software used, their evaluation via a prototype implementation requires a
particular docking tool. There are more than 50 different docking solutions
that may be used for this purpose [30]. Besides AutoDock Vina these include,
for example, DOCK [31], GOLD [32], and FlexX (now part of LeadIT) [33].
Sousa et al., [34] have analysed the number of citations of 22 different molecular docking tools and concluded that AutoDock is the most cited docking tool.
AutoDock Vina is the latest version of this popular software family. Additionally, AutoDock Vina is embedded into the powerful desktop environment of
Raccoon2 making it a suitable candidate to prove our concepts when extending
molecular docking desktop applications with cloud computing support. It is
still worth emphasising that the concepts are tool independent and can also be
applied with different docking software.
4.1.3. WS-PGRADE/gUSE
WS-PGRADE/gUSE [35] is a workflow-based science gateway framework.
WS-PGRADE workflows are dataflow directed acyclic graphs where nodes represent execution blocks which can be executed in parallel, and edges correspond
to data flow between input and output ports. WS-PGRADE workflows support
parameter sweep applications, where a workflow node can be executed many
times for multiple input data sets.
A WS-PGRADE portal is an e-science web portal for development of parallel applications using WS-PGRADE workflows and executed on various DCIs.
It allows creating, configuring and executing workflows using gUSE (grid and
cloud User Support Environment) services. The gUSE is a service stack that
can form the back-end of science gateways. It provides well-defined services for
workflow management and supports parallel execution on service grids, desktop
grids, clusters, and clouds. A gUSE internal component called DCI Bridge [36],
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provides a well-defined communication interface enabling access to many different DCIs, including clouds [37].
The gUSE RemoteAPI is an API that allows remote submission and management of WS-PGRADE workflows. With it, existing applications can use
gUSE services over HTTP(S) without requiring a WS-PGRADE portal. The
RemoteAPI requires a valid and well-parameterised WS-PGRADE workflow.
It submits this workflow as a temporary user and once downloaded, the workflow output files and all information about this user are deleted from the gUSE
server.

325

4.1.4. CloudBroker Platform
The CloudBroker Platform [38] is a cloud computing middleware and an
application store developed by CloudBroker GmbH. It provides a web interface
which can be used to deploy and execute an application in a cloud, and monitor its behaviour. The CloudBroker Platform is connected to various types
of clouds, including public (e.g. CloudSigma, Amazon Web Services) and private (e.g. based on OpenNebula or OpenStack). The CloudBroker Platform
has been integrated with gUSE’s DCI Bridge, providing access to various cloud
computing resources.
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4.2. Extending Raccoon2 with Cloud Support
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As described in Section 3.1, the extension of a desktop application has two
major steps: configuration of the CAS (1) and modification of the desktop GUI
(2). First, the CAS is prepared to execute the VS experiment which includes
creating the required WS-PGRADE workflow and configuring the CloudBroker
Platform. When accessing gUSE through the RemoteAPI, a valid and wellconfigured WS-PGRADE workflow needs to be attached. This can be simplified
by creating the workflow using a WS-PGRADE portal, testing and then exporting it. The exported workflow files can be manipulated programmatically and
attached to a RemoteAPI call. To conclude step 1, the executable files that are
needed to run the workflow should be deployed to the cloud, using the CloudBroker Platform. In step 2, the source code of Raccoon2 is extended, in order
to configure the workflow and make the appropriate RemoteAPI calls.
4.2.1. Creating the WS-PGRADE Workflow
The execution steps of Raccoon2 are recreated using a WS-PGRADE workflow. In this particular case a simple one-node workflow with four input (ligand
files, receptor file, docking configuration file, and an additional file to overcome
an output names issue) and one output (the compressed results from the multiple docking runs) ports were created.
Once submitted, the workflow invokes CloudBroker’s execution script which
runs AutoDock Vina for each ligand it receives as input. In order to run this
workflow on many cloud instances, the code of the extended Raccoon2 splits the
set of ligands into as many cloud instances as needed, and submits a separate
workflow to each instance.
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Figure 3: Cloud-enabled Raccoon2 using WS-PGRADE/gUSE, CloudBroker, and two clouds.

4.2.2. Deployment on the CloudBroker Platform
The CloudBroker deployment process requires a deployment script and an
execution script. They need to be uploaded and executed on the CloudBroker
Platform. The deployment script is run only once, to prepare the Operating
System (OS) and install any required dependencies. A snapshot of the prepared OS image is then used for future jobs, when the execution script is called.
The execution script validates inputs, executes the application and stores the
outputs. In our example, the deployment script creates the appropriate folder
structure and installs the required tools: vina, zip, and unzip. After validating the input files, the execution script runs AutoDock Vina with appropriate
parameters for each ligand.
4.2.3. Extending Raccoon2 with the RemoteAPI
In order to use the deployed docking tool on a cloud, the WS-PGRADE workflow should be submitted via the gUSE RemoteAPI. A WS-PGRADE workflow
consists of an XML file (workflow.xml ) which describes the workflow, the input files, and contains meta-information, such as which types of cloud instances
should be used.
To configure this XML file correctly, the Raccoon2 GUI has been extended
to allow users to select the number of cloud instances, their size, the name of
the cloud, and the region. As in the original Raccoon2 GUI, the user can attach
a set of ligands and a receptor. In the back-end, the attached files are grouped
in as many folders as the number of selected cloud instances. On submission,
one workflow will be run for each folder.
The updated workflow.xml is compressed along with the rest of the input
files, following WS-PGRADE naming conventions. Apart from the attached
11
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workflow, the RemoteAPI method requires authentication - a password set by
the gUSE server administrator, and user credentials. In the current implementation, the end-user is asked to provide these. In line with gUSE conventions,
the credentials file should be named x509. credentialsID (even if the X.509
standard is not used). The credentialsID should be replaced with the name
of the middleware. This file is then compressed and along with the RemoteAPI
password and the WS-PGRADE workflow, sent to the gUSE server. The RemoteAPI method returns a workflowID.
Monitoring the VS simulation is done by polling the status of the workflow
using this workflowID. The status is displayed to the user and if there were
errors they can re-submit the workflows. Once a workflow has finished, a final
RemoteAPI call retrieves the output. When the workflows complete successfully,
their output is downloaded and only the relevant AutoDock Vina result files are
extracted into a result folder. This folder can be directly used by the Analysis
tab of Raccoon2 to view the docking results sorted by the AutoDock Vina score.
The filtering and visualisation features can be used, exactly as in the original
Raccoon2.
4.3. Implementation of Scenario 4
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The implementation of Scenario 4 is based on the generic concept described
in Section 3.2 and Figure 2. All the elements in the implementation are accessible via a RESTful API implemented using the minimalist web framework
“Bottle” [39]. This implementation of Scenario 4 groups the MDRR and DM in
a single server (Server 1), and uses a separate server for the ATs for receptor similarity (Server 2), ligand similarity (Server 3), and comparison of configuration
files (Server 4), as shown in Figure 4.
If the user has allowed storing the docking results in Raccoon2, they are
sent to the MDRR which inserts them in a MongoDB database. The MDRR
then sends the target receptor, all other receptors, and a user-provided threshold to the AT DeepAlign on Server 2. Another AT called AssessDeepAlign is
responsible for filtering the results of DeepAlign based on the threshold.
Following this, the MDRR selects the ligands and configuration files of previous docking results where the receptor is one of the similar receptors. These
ligands will be compared to the target ligand by the AT LIGSIFT. The userprovided threshold value is used by the AT AssessLIGSIFT to determine if two
ligands are similar. All configuration files that have been used in a previous
docking with a similar ligand and a similar receptor, are sent to the custommade AT CompareConfig for comparison with the target configuration file. The
DM processes the results of all the ATs into one list with all the needed information, ready to be presented to the user.
4.3.1. Implementation of the MDE
The cloud-enabled version of Raccoon2 (as described in Section 4.2) requires
some small additions to enable the user to provide the threshold values and select
whether the docking results should be stored in the MDRR.
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Figure 4: Communication between servers used in the implementation of Scenario 4.

4.3.2. Implementation of the MDRR
This implementation uses PyMongo[40], the Python driver for MongoDB,
and PyBel/OpenBabel [41], the libraries for calculating molecular properties.
There were several reasons for choosing MongoDB as the underlying database
engine:

425

1. The schema-less design is ideal for polymorphic data.
(a) Ligand and receptor structures can be stored in a collection regardless
of the file format.
(b) Docking results can be stored in a single collection regardless of the
docking tool and file format of the result files.

430

(c) One collection can be used for keeping track of all activities (provenance information) regardless of the type of activity, AT or decision
made.
2. MongoDB scales very well for large amounts of data, provided it is well
designed and features such as sharding and indexing are utilised.

435

3. It is well-suited for prototyping because it is easier to alter what is stored
during development.
After considering the feedback from life scientists, a number of molecular
properties are calculated and stored alongside the molecular structure. There
are a total of 4 collections: ligands - ligand structure and properties calculated
using PyBel/OpenBabel, receptors - receptor structure, results - values parsed
from the docking result file, and analysis - all steps taken to make the final
decision.
The MDRR receives three user-input thresholds - for DeepAlign, LIGSIFT,
and the custom-made CompareConfig. The MDRR will search the database
13
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for previous docking results that have similar input files (receptor, ligand, and
docking configuration) to the currently used one.
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4.3.3. Implementation of the ATs
AT DeepAlign and AT AssessDeepAlign. In this implementation we have chosen to use DeepAlign, although using several structural alignment tools and
combining the results can be beneficial [42]. A new thread, composed of a part
that runs DeepAlign and part that compares the DeepScore value from the
DeepAlign result to the user-provided threshold, is launched for each receptor
pair. If the DeepScore value is greater, the receptors are deemed “similar”.

460

AT LIGSIFT and AT AssessLIGSIFT. Similarly, when comparing ligands, a
thread is launched for each pair of ligands. Each thread is composed of a part
that runs LIGSFIT and a part that compares the value of ShapeSim to the
user-provided threshold. If the threshold is greater than ShapeSim, the ligands
are “similar”.

450

AT CompareConfig. An AutoDock Vina configuration file can describe several
parameters including the coordinates of a cuboid which should surround the
binding site of the receptor. The cuboid is described by two 3-dimensional
points, the centre of the cuboid and the “size” of the cuboid (represented by
the coordinates of a vertex, relative to the centre). The similarity value we
use is the mean of the distances between two 3-dimensional points of the two
configuration files:
DC =
DS =

465

470

475

p
(Cx − OCx )2 + (Cy − OCy )2 + (Cz − OCz )2

(1)

p
(Sx − OSx )2 + (Sy − OSy )2 + (Sz − OSz )2

(2)

where Cx , Cy , Cz are the coordinates of the centre of a cuboid from a candidate
configuration file; OCx , OCy , OCz are the analogous coordinates from the file
originally used by the user; Sx , Sy , Sz are the coordinates of the vertex representing the size of the cuboid; and OSx , OSy , OSz are the analogous coordinates
from the file originally used by the user.
We call the mean of the two distances, DC and DS, the comparison value.
If this value is less than the user-provided threshold, then the two cuboids, thus
the two configuration files are “similar”. The conclusion of this comparison is
strictly geometrical, and may not always be biologically correct.
4.3.4. Implementation of the DM
The DM receives the assessed similar receptors, ligands, and configuration
files. It loops through all receptors to find similar ligands for that receptor, then
for each similar ligand it checks if there were similar configuration files. When
these conditions are fulfilled, it adds meta-information such as the similarity results, similarity values, and thresholds. This list is sorted based on the receptor
similarity and then based on the ligand similarity value. This is returned to the
user, and visualised.
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5. Results and Evaluation
5.1. Running VS experiments on multiple heterogeneous clouds from Raccoon2
To test the implementation of the cloud-enabled Raccoon2, we identified
biochemically relevant input data. The chosen receptor was ribokinase of the
protozoan parasite Trichomonas vaginalis (TV). TV causes trichomoniasis, a
very common sexually transmitted infection in humans. A subset of 130,216
ligands have been obtained from the ZINC [43] database of drug-like small
molecules. It is a diverse subset of ligands that may bind and antagonise the
receptor. We tested the extended Raccoon2 using these input files, conducting
three runs of 130,216 docking simulations each. The UoW cloud was used to
prove that the approach works, and two runs on the commercial CloudSigma
cloud were conducted to show the use of different clouds.

480

485

Figure 5: Execution times, mean, and standard error of the mean (x-axis) of the 29 jobs on
the three clouds (y-axis).

There are several types of instances that can be used in the UoW cloud: small
(1-core 2GB RAM), medium (2-core 4GB RAM), large (4-core 8GB RAM),
and extra-large (8-core 16GB RAM), all 64-bit. Because this experiment was
allocated a maximum capacity of 29 instances and 29 processor cores, we tested
our implementation on 29 UoW small instances. The mean execution time
was 26h 35min 52s (Figure 5). The CloudSigma cloud had 32-bit or 64-bit
CloudSigma small (1-core 1GB RAM) instances - note that they have only
1GB RAM. Two experiments were run using these instance types. The mean
execution time was 19h 55min 59s for the 64-bit and 17h 21min 23s for the
32-bit instances (Figure 5).
AutoDock Vina has been developed for 32-bit processors, but it can be
run on 64-bit processors as noted on their official website4 . However, it seems
that the overhead produced is significant and we would recommend using 32bit cloud instances for this kind of VS experiments since the average execution
time decreased by 12.92%. Furthermore, although the CloudSigma instances
had half the memory, they finished the docking significantly faster, possibly due
to performance optimisations by CloudSigma (on average the 32-bit CloudSigma
run was 34.74% faster than the 64-bit UoW run).
4 http://vina.scripps.edu/manual.html
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500

505

Table 1: Execution times when improving instance type.

Cloud Instances
7 UoW small
7 UoW medium
7 UoW large

Mean Execution Time
123h 12min 01s
75h 35min 16s
51h 47min 29s

Table 2: Execution times when increasing instance number.

Cloud Instances
7 UoW small
14 UoW small
28 UoW small

510

515

520

525

Mean Execution Time
123h 12min 01s
61h 31min 01s
31h 29min 14s

As of May 2018, CloudSigma’s cloud computing prices are $0.0195 per hour
for 1-core CPU, $0.007 per GB RAM, $0.1329 per GB SSD storage, and $0.04
per GB of outbound data transfer [27]. Running the VS experiment on 29 small
instances would cost $15.83.
5.1.1. Scalability Tests on the UoW Cloud
In order to show the scalability of this solution we ran several experiments
using the same input files described in Section 5.1. Firstly, we ran the VS
using the cloud-enabled Raccoon2, selecting 7 small instances on the UoW
cloud. Then, we increased the instance type to medium and finally to large
while keeping the number of instances to 7. The results in Table 1 show the
performance when increasing the number of cores per instance. The left panel
of Figure 6 demonstrates the scale-up when compared to an ideal proportional
scale-up (where doubling the cores = halving the time).
In a second set of experiments the instance type was kept the same while
increasing the number of instances. Namely, the VS was run on 7, 14, and
28 UoW small instances (Table 2). The right panel of Figure 6 shows that
these results are almost identical to the ideal proportional scale-up. It is clear
that although AutoDock Vina has multi-threading capabilities, it is faster to
run 28 small instances than 7 large. Therefore, to maximise efficiency, using
more but less powerful instances, rather than less but more powerful instances
is recommended.
5.2. Analysing Previous Docking Results with Similar Input

530

535

In order to test the implementation of Scenario 4 (Section 4.3), a number of
docking simulations were conducted and their results were stored in a sample
repository of previous docking results. The extended version of Raccoon2 and
the UoW cloud were used to fill this repository.
The repository contains 70 receptors, 7 of them (10%) a priori similar to
the TV ribokinase due to homology, and 63 (90%) other random receptors. A
total of 7 structures of other ribokinase receptors from 7 different species were
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Figure 6: Our experiment compared to a proportional (left, changing instance type, right,
changing instance number: y-axis shows execution time in hours, x-axis the cloud instance
configuration.

chosen from the PDB 5 . To confirm structural alignment, DeepAlign was run,
resulting in high DeepScore values between 975.47 and 1,491.79.
The 63 random receptors were obtained from the RCSB “molecule of the
month” series [44] for the months Dec 2012 through Feb 2018. When selecting molecules, the first PDB molecule mentioned in the text was identified,
downloaded, converted to .pdbqt, and a test AutoDock Vina docking with a
reference ligand was conducted. If any errors appeared in this process, the next
PDB molecule mentioned was considered.
Raccoon2 was used to create configuration files for the receptors, with the
cuboid covering a part of the receptor which may or may not be biologically
important.
Finally, to obtain a large number of ligands, a set of molecules from ZINC was
identified: 2,376 molecules approved as drugs in a jurisdiction in the world [45]
were downloaded as one .mol2 file, split and converted to .pdbqt.
The number of docking results stored in the MDRR was 166,320 (70×2, 376).
A total of 80 runs and 393 jobs were executed for this exercise, with a mean
execution time of 2h 23min 23s. This concluded the preparation of the docking
repository which was used as the MDRR element for our proof-of-concept of
Scenario 4.
To test the proof-of-concept of Scenario 4, a small group of 10 ligands were
chosen from the set of 130,216 (Section 5.1) to be docked with the TV ribokinase using the extended Raccoon2 as MDE. The threshold values used for this
scenario were 777.0 (DeepAlign), 0.5 (LIGSIFT), and 40.0 (CompareConfig).
5 PDB

IDs: 1RKA, 1VM7, 5BYD, 3GO6, 3I3Y, 3RY7, and 4X8F
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550

555

560

565

The four required servers for the MDRR and the ATs were deployed on a local
computer with 2.50GHz 4-core CPU and 8GB RAM. The docking on the cloud
(2 UoW small instances) lasted 07min 21s, while the entire scenario completed
in 2h 18min 5s. Following this, previous docking results with similar input files
can be viewed in the Raccoon2 GUI as shown in Figure 7. The pane on the
left-hand side shows the results, and the right-hand side pane shows additional
information upon selecting an item.

Figure 7: Extended Raccoon2 GUI: Results of Scenario 4.

5.3. Assessment of data access and data sharing

570

If implemented in a large-scale setting, a scenario should provide an efficient
way to access and share data. In particular, it should be easy to access the
docking results stored in the MDRR by other tools and other scenarios. In our
current implementation, the Python web framework Bottle is used to create a
minimal working prototype-level RESTful API which is used to transfer data to
and from the MDRR. For instance, when the MDE completes the docking experiment, it uses an API method defined within the MDRR to insert the docking
18

results (and corresponding ligands, receptors, and configuration files) into the
database. In order to show the results of Scenario 4 to the user (Figure 7), the
MDE utilises API methods of the MDRR to retrieve details about a docking
result, ligand, receptor, or configuration file, based on their IDs. The communication between the MDRR, ATs, and DM is also done using API calls through
HTTP. In this prototype implementation, the API is flexible, but somewhat
basic. Additional methods for authentication and detailed data management
could be included in future implementations.
In general, the efficiency of data access is particularly important as the size
of the data could be a bottleneck and data transfer over the cloud can incur
large costs. However, in our example we see that the total size of input and
output files of a VS simulation composed of 1 receptor and 130,216 ligands
(which produces 130,216 docking results and which we regard as a typical VS
simulation) is only 670.1 MB, once compressed. In the current implementation
of Scenario 4, all APIs support compressed (.zip) or uncompressed files. The
size of the example docking results is relatively small for modern networks and
we do not expect this to be a practical bottleneck in terms of bandwidth or
time to upload/download. On the other hand, transferring this data on the
cloud will incur financial costs which sometimes may be unexpected. Therefore,
we recommend having all elements of a scenario and the software that executes
the docking on the same cloud. If such an implementation is not feasible, then
we suggest using solutions such as the Data Avenue [46] which allows for an
efficient transfer of data between different cloud environments. When the MDE
is a desktop application that runs the docking simulations on a cloud, like in
the example shown in this article, some amount of data has to be transferred
between the cloud and the desktop computer. Taking steps, such as compressing
the data and transferring only necessary data, minimise the costs due to data
transfer.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
This article presented a generic approach to extend domain-specific desktop
applications, enabling the execution of simulations on different clouds. By using
this approach, existing desktop applications which run on the local machine or
expensive compute clusters requiring significant IT support, can be extended to
use cloud computing. This makes them more accessible to prospective users who
lack the needed funds or expertise to use clusters. Furthermore, unlike existing
approaches which require scientists to become familiar with a new custom-made
GUI, this approach uses the same familiar GUI of a popular domain-specific
application.
We have also explored ways to store and further analyse docking results,
easing access to them, and facilitating sharing. While existing systems lack the
ability to use the previous docking results of another user, our approach is based
around a shared repository of docking results which enables scientists to make
conclusions based on the previous results of others.
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As future work, we are currently working on the formal description and
further generalisation of such molecular docking scenarios. Our aim is to develop
a methodology based on this formalism that enables application developers to
more efficiently create such extended environments.
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